
 

NO LOVE BULLIES - CONTRACT  
Please note that all buyers are carefully screened and we have the right to refuse 
the sale of a puppy to anyone at our discretion. Our purpose is to not only provide a 
well-rounded puppy but make sure it also goes to a loving home that meets and 
exceeds No Love Bullies expectations and standards.  

1. Seller guarantees the puppy to be delivered in good health, current on 
vaccinations, and free of Distemper, Parvo, Parainfluenza, Rabies, and any 
life threatening genetic defect.  

2. All puppies will have a current health certificate from a licensed Veterinary 
Clinic if being shipped on an airplane.  

3. Puppies will be dewormed at the time of shipping or pick up, and normal 
deworming should follow as recommended by your vet. Any follow up shots and 
deworming’s are the responsibility of the buyer. Any pup that develops an illness 
related to lack of shots or deworming will NOT be replaced. It is the responsibility of 
the new owner to properly follow up with scheduled shots and preventive care.  

4. Purchaser agrees to follow up with a Veterinary Clinic within 7 days of receiving 
the pup. At that time, if it is determined the pup has any of the above or if the pup is 
found to have a genetic defect, No Love Bullies will replace the pup. However, 
shipping for the replacement pup will be solely at the cost of the client. We reserve 
the right to ask for a second opinion on any findings by the said Vet. The replacement 
clause is not APPLICABLE to pups sold as a “PET HOME ONLY”.  



5. Purchaser agrees to provide a safe home for their new pup and will not use the 
dog for any illegal activity. If at any time, the purchaser is found to be using 
the pup for any illegal activity, No Love Bullies reserves the right to regain 
possession of the pup. We do not tolerate dog fighting and WILL pursue legal 
action to regain rights of the pup.  

6. A deposit is required to hold any puppy, Deposits are a minimum of $1,000 
(U.S. Dollars) per puppy. Here at No Love Bullies we require 15% of the total listed 
sale price for deposit to lock in a pick. Puppies are required to be paid in full at 8 
weeks of age prior to delivery/shipping. If the puppy is not paid prior to agreed 
terms you will forfeit your deposit. If your pick is not produced your deposit may be 
transferred to any AVAILABLE pup or upcoming breeding at that time. Deposits 
and payments are NON-REFUNDABLE. Any pup that is needed to be kept longer 
than our agreed upon time frame (12 weeks from birth)  will be subject to a 
boarding fee of $500 (U.S. Dollars) monthly. It is the buyer’s responsibility to 
arrange shipping through a courier or nanny service of their choosing. The buyer 
agrees to communicate with No Love Bullies management to help arrange shipping 
as early as the pup is physically/safely able to, given your location. Unless 
otherwise specified all dogs are ready to travel to their forever home at 12 weeks of 
age. It is up to the buyer to arrange and pay for shipping in total. Any wrong doings 
caused by the shipper or shipping, No Love Bullies’ has no involvement in or 
responsibility for. At that point in the process it is unfortunately out of our control. In 
the unlikely event something does arise. This will be dealt with on a case by case 
basis. 

7. Although dogs are certified and cleared prior to delivery of any issues. The 
purchaser of blue coated pup should understand that they are more prone to skin 
and coat problems. No Love Bullies does not guarantee and are not held responsible 
for skin or coat problems that are common amongst dogs with blue coloring or those 
possibly caused by poor living conditions or nutrition.  

8. If at any time the purchaser can no longer provide for the pup, we will accept the 
pup back. We do not want to see any of our dogs end up in shelters. By signing 
our agreement, you understand that if at any time you can no longer care for your 
dog, you will contact No Love Bullies FIRST...  

9. Although our puppies come from the most sought after and prestigious dog 



pedigrees worldwide we do not guarantee against Hip or Elbow dysplasia as these 
larger dogs are generally over 100 pounds and it is a polygenic trait that is affected by 
environmental factors, (i.e. feeding, training and upbringing) as well as the fact that 
few other XL breeders are OFA testing their studs. There is no way for us to breed to 
any outside studs with an official complete health tested line. There is no way for us to 
guarantee perfect hips in these animals. Buyer assumes all risk. No Love Bullies 
highly recommends the buyer to purchase Pet Insurance of your choosing. 
10. No Love Bullies reserves the right to include our kennel name on the puppy 

registration paperwork. All puppies purchased from No Love Bullies must keep their 
original paperwork, papers and names cannot be illegally altered. If puppy 
registration forms are lost after you have already received them, then No Love Bullies 
reserves the right to charge a $100.00 fee to the future owner to obtain the puppy 
registration form again.  

11. Payments may be made with Bank to Bank Wire Transfer 

12. This specific puppy which will be named “______” is being sold under contract 
and agreement with the following clause detailed below.  

13. No Love Bullies may request current pictures of “_____” at any given time 
to assure the dog is in good health and being cared for properly.  

***Clause**  

This specific puppy “____” was sold under contract and agreement for 
$__,___ USD. The puppy being purchased will be ____ pick male/female 
merle/non-merle from ______ x _______’s litter. $____ USD is to be placed 
as a downpayment and the remaining of the ‘Total Amount’ (listed below) is 
due at 8 weeks of age and/or before “_____” is shipped. Buyer 
acknowledges that their puppy will undergo surgery for ear cropping if 
desired. The price of cropping is $500 and is added to the price total if 
desired. “______” is to only be bred once he/she is of age and ready to 
mate for his/her first time. The buyer agrees their dog will only be bred to 
ABKC or UKC registered XL American Bullies and only after ethical 
breeding age is reached. No Love Bullies asks the customer to take into 
consideration direction and suggestions from No Love Bullies when 



choosing future mates for their dog to conserve the look, quality and 
temperament No Love Bullies stands for. However, It is ultimately the 
customer’s decision.  

ALL SALES ARE FINAL  

BUYER ASSUMES ALL RISK 

By signing this agreement, you understand and agree to the terms that we have stated 
in this contract 100%. You also understand that deposits are NON-REFUNDABLE and 
may only be transferred to another upcoming litter or available puppy in the event that 
your pick is not produced.  

Purchaser : Jane Doe 

Email: janedoe@gmail.com 

Address: 1234 Main Street 

Instagram: @janedoe  

Buyers Signature: ________________________  

Buyer - Initial Here: __________ if you want your puppies’ ears cropped.  

Date:_____________  
Seller: Cody Garbrandt  

Email: contact@nolovebullies.com  

Seller’s Signature: _______________________  



 
Date ___________  

Puppy  
Info  
Dam:  

Sire: 

  
Pup:  

Sex:  

Color:  

Price Total:  

Shipping: Buyer Pays and Arranges Shipping  

D.O.B.: 


